In this article, a two-node finite strip with eight degrees of freedom for the free vibration analysis of pre-stressed rotating cylindrical shells is formulated. The circumferential mode shape profiles are described exactly using trigonometric functions. The axial mode shape profiles are approximated by bar and beam shape functions for membrane and bending displacements, respectively. In this way, a semi-analytical formulation is facilitated so that discretisation is required only in the axial direction. The accuracy and convergence of the developed finite strip are confirmed by comparisons with the analytical results. Excellent agreement is observed both for stationary and rotating shells.
Introduction
Shells are widely used as constructive elements in many engineering structures. Their static and dynamic behaviour has been an important topic in structural design for a long time [1] [2] [3] . As a result, the theory of shells and plates has been covered in a systematic manner in a number of books [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . For example, an instructive approach to thin shell theory, written in a relatively simple way and adapted to the engineering level for practical usage, is presented in [12] . On the other hand, some authors have covered more specific problems related to the design of shell-like structures [13, 14] . For example, the general theory and specific discussions regarding shells of revolution exposed to a uniform load can be found in [15] . Such problems are more particular for submarine or aircraft pressure hull designs with pronounced axial symmetry.
In fact, it is often the case that axisymmetric shells rotate around the axis of symmetry [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . Rotating shells of revolution are found in engineering practice in rotor systems of gas turbine engines, high-speed centrifugal separators, rotating satellite structures, automotive tyres, etc. Rotation makes their dynamic behaviour significantly more complex. One of the first investigations into the vibration of rotating structures was carried out by Bryan [16] . He studied the vibrations of a rotating ring and described the travelling modes phenomenon. These phenomena result from the Coriolis effect, as shown in the example of infinitely long rotating cylindrical shells [17, 18] , as well as in finite rotating cylinders [19, 20] . An experimental study on the flexural vibrations of a thin rotating ring is given in [21] . Furthermore, the influence of pre-stress on the free vibrations of rotating cylinders has been studied in [22] .
Huang and Soedel [24] used nonlinear strain-displacement relationships [23] to formulate the corresponding set of differential equations of motion for a rotating cylindrical shell. They exactly solved the free and forced vibration problem of a simply supported cylindrical shell by assuming simple sine and cosine displacement functions of the circumferential and axial variables. In this case, formulating the eigenvalue/ eigenvector problem results in a characteristic polynomial of the sixth order. Its solution gives three positive and three negative natural frequencies.
If the shell does not rotate, the polynomial is bicubic. There are three pairs of positive/negative frequencies characterised by the same absolute value. This is physically explained through pairs of backward and forward rotating modes. The two modes of a pair rotate with the same speed in opposite directions and thus superimpose into a stationary mode. The reason why there are three pairs of modes and natural frequencies is that there are three types of dominant modes: bending (radial), longitudinal (axial), and shear (circumferential).
If the shell rotates around its axis with a constant speed, then the polynomial is no longer bicubic. The full sixth order polynomial occurs. The positive and negative natural frequencies have distinct absolute values and so-called frequency veering (bifurcation) happens. This means that the forward and backward rotating modes no longer rotate with the same rotation speed and thus cannot superimpose into the stationary modes (standing waves). As a result, with spinning shells the modes rotate independently. For example, this phenomenon comes about with tyres rolling over the road surface [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . This significantly influences the overall NVH (Noise and Vibration Harshness) characteristics of the vehicle.
It is very common in the literature on the vibration of cylindrical shells, either rotating or stationary, to assume that the two ends of the shell are simply supported [24, 30, 31] . This type of boundary support is sometimes referred to as a shear diaphragm set of boundary conditions [11, 12] . The reason why this set of boundary conditions is often used is that it is probably the only one for which a relatively simple solution can be obtained analytically. In other words, mode shapes assumed as appropriate products of trigonometric functions of the circumferential and axial variables usually satisfy both the differential equations and the boundary conditions. This results in a mathematically convenient model.
However, such a model is not necessarily suitable to describe a particular engineering problem. For example, although it is very instructive to investigate the dynamics of rotating tyres assuming simply supported edges of a tyre tread-band [24, 30, 31] , it is difficult to accept, from an engineering point of view, that the tyre sidewall is infinitely stiff in radial or tangential directions [28, 29] .
In the case of cylindrical shells with boundary conditions other than simply supported ones, the mathematics becomes significantly complicated. Closed-form solutions are now difficult to obtain. A number of investigations have been undertaken to tackle this problem [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . One of the solutions was obtained by assuming the shell displacement field as a product of Fourier series in the axial direction, and trigonometric functions in the circumferential direction [36] . This procedure has been recently extended to rotating cylindrical shells [37] . The problem of the free vibration of a rotating cylindrical shell having arbitrary boundary conditions can also be solved by employing the Rayleigh-Ritz method. Such a solution, using characteristic orthogonal polynomials for displacement variations along the axial direction, can be found in [38] .
A complete analytical solution for free vibrations of a rotating cylindrical shell with arbitrary boundary conditions has recently been offered in [39] . The equations of motion in [39] are based on the strain-displacement relationships of Hermann and Armenakas [23] . Circumferential tension due to internal pressure or centrifugal forces, as well as an elastic foundation in both radial and circumferential directions, is taken into account. The circumferential mode shape profiles are described by trigonometric functions. The axial profiles are assumed as a sum of eight weighted exponential functions. Three differential equations of motion for an assumed circumferential mode number lead to a frequency equation in the form of a bi-quartic polynomial. Eight cases of the four different combinations of the polynomial roots (real, imaginary and complex) were identified. Hence, the mode shape axial profiles are described in terms of trigonometric functions, hyperbolic functions and their products. The application of the analytical solution was illustrated in the case of a cylindrical shell with free-free boundary conditions, and excellent agreement with the experimentally obtained results was confirmed. The principal advantage of the analytical procedure [39] is very high accuracy confirmed by experiments.
However, the procedure requires the discovery of a proper case among the eight types of axial mode shapes for which a solution can be found even for a single cylindrical shell. If a shell structure consists of n cylindrical shells of different particulars, the number of combinations to find the proper one is 8 n . Hence, although numerical examples solved in this way may be very useful as benchmarks for the evaluation of various numerical methods, the analytical procedure is not quite suitable for practical use.
In practical situations, the problem of the vibration of cylindrical shells with boundary conditions other than simply supported ones could be solved by using the finite element method (FEM). In fact, complex built-up shell structures, which may be approximated by a number of connected cylindrical or other types of shells, could be conveniently tackled by the finite element method. For this purpose, special shell finite elements based on the waveguide finite element method would be suitable. Such finite element analyses have so far been used to tackle stationary shell structures [43, 44] . Alternatively, the homogeneity of the cylinder around the circumference and along the axis has been exploited to post-process the FE model of a small rectangular segment of the cylinder using periodic structure theory to obtain the wave characteristics of a cylinder [45] . Since there is an integer number of wavelengths around the circumference of a closed circular cylinder, one of the integrals in the inverse Fourier transform becomes a simple summation, whereas the other can be resolved analytically using contour integration and the residue theorem [45] .
Although the semi-analytical waveguide approaches of [43] [44] [45] may be very convenient and useful for a variety of problems, none of the semi-analytical finite element formulations developed so far a) allow for considering the typical effects of rotation (rotating modes and frequency veering) or b) can take into account the effects of pre-stress due to possible pressurisation and/or centrifugal forces. Therefore, the state-of-the-art in the considered field motivates further developments of finite elements especially tailored to model rotating and pre-stressed cylindrical shells.
One of the very effective numerical methods which reduces the two-dimensional problem into a one-dimensional one in the case of simply supported two opposite edges or shells of revolution is the finite strip method (FSM) [46] . Due to this advantage, the method is widely used in the structural analysis of engineering structures. Some recent publications on different problems are included in the reference list [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] . All the articles are published in the Thin-Walled Structures journal as a major forum for the development of the finite strip method.
In this paper, a new finite strip for modelling pre-stressed rotating cylindrical shells is formulated. The energy approach is used with the strain-displacement relationships given in [23, 24] to develop and validate such a special finite strip [46] . The strip element is deliberately made quite simple, including two nodes and eight degrees of freedom (d.o.f.). Its reliability is checked in a number of numerical examples by comparing the numerical results with the analytical ones. Excellent agreement is observed for all the boundary conditions considered.
Strain and kinetic energy of a rotating cylindrical shell
A thin cylindrical shell rotating around its axis of symmetry with constant angular speed Ω is shown schematically in Fig. 1 . The shell dimensions are the following: L is the length, a is the radius, and h is the thickness. The shell mid-surface is defined in the cylindrical coordinate system, where x and ? are the axial and angular coordinates, respectively. The displacement of a point P on the mid-surface, whose position is defined by x and ?, is specified by the axial, tangential and radial displacement components u, v and w, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1 .
The problem of shell vibration can be analysed by directly solving differential equations of motion or by minimising the total energy with assumed mode shapes, i.e. by applying the Rayleigh-Ritz method. The equations of motion can be derived by considering the equilibrium of the internal and external forces on an infinitesimally small element [12] . Differential equations of motion can also be obtained by minimisation of the total energy with respect to displacements, i.e. by applying Hamilton's principle. In the case of a rotating cylindrical shell, the latter approach is more convenient, as shown for example in [38] . Love's simplification [56] allows for the shell strain field to be separated into membrane strains and bending strains [24] ( 1) where ε i are the membrane strains, κ i denote the change in curvature due to the shell bending, and z is the distance of a shell layer from the reference mid-surface. According to [24] , the membrane strains can be written in the following form: (2) whereas the bending strain components are given by: (3) where N x and N ? are the initial tension forces which can be caused by either the centrifugal force, which depends on rotational speed, Ω, or internal pressure, p 0 , or both (4) In fact, the nonlinear (quadratic) terms in the first two equations of Eq. (2) are introduced in order to capture the geometric stiffness effect primarily due to these initial tensions.
The three stress components in a shell layer are defined according to the 2D Hooke's law (5) where E is Young's modulus and ν is Poisson's ratio. The strain energy stored in an infinitesimal shell element of thickness h is (6) Substituting Eqs. (1) and (5) into (6) and taking into account that the infinitesimal shell mid-surface yields where (8) are the membrane stiffness and bending stiffness, respectively. Hence, the membrane and bending strain energies are uncoupled in (7) since functions ε i and zκ j are orthogonal within the shell thickness domain. Furthermore, by substituting Eqs. (2) and (3) into Eq. (7) one obtains the expression for the strain energy of an infinitesimal shell element in terms of derivatives of displacements of different orders of magnitude: , , , , . The 3rd and 4th order terms can be ignored as small quantities of a higher order. On the other hand, the zero and the 1st order terms are static terms and can also be omitted since the shell vibrates around the static equilibrium. As a result, the strain energy is reduced to the form
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where the strain energy density function is given by The kinetic energy of an infinitesimal shell element is given by (11) where the kinetic energy density function F k is a product of the specific mass per unit area and the total velocity squared. The total velocity consists of the velocity components in the axial, circumferential and radial directions. It also includes contributions due to the shell rotation, i.e.
3. Differential equations of motion
General cylindrical shell
Differential equations of motion are obtained by applying Hamilton's principle to the total strain (i.e. potential) and kinetic energy [24] . The total energy of a conservative dynamic system reads (13) where the energy density functions F s and F k are given by Eqs. (10) and (12) , respectively. The total energy is constant since there is no energy dissipation due to damping and strain and kinetic energy interchange from their maximum to zero value with the phase shift.
As a result, in the considered case the following three partial differential equations are obtained [24] : (14) (15) (16)
Cylindrical shell with a closed cross-section and arbitrary boundary conditions
For a cylindrical shell with a closed cross-section and arbitrary boundary conditions at the two ends (at x = 0 and x = L, where L is the length of the shell), the three displacement components can be assumed in the form (17) where ω is a natural frequency. Note that in Eq. (17) the variables are separated in such a way that displacements are assumed as products of their axial and circumferential profiles. Each profile is a function of either the axial or circumferential coordinate only. The circumferential profiles are described through an appropriate set of trigonometric functions, whereas the axial profiles are provisionally left open as functions of the axial variable , , and . Further to this, note that the arguments of the trigonometric functions of the circumferential coordinate allow for the modal shapes to rotate around the cylinder axis.
Substituting (17) into (16), the system of partial differential equations is reduced to the system of ordinary differential equations (18) (19) ( indicating that the assumed displacement circumferential profiles satisfy the equations of motion. The prime designates a spatial derivative by x.
The system of differential Eqs. (18), (19) and (20) has been solved in a general form in [39] , assuming the displacement functions in the exponential form (21) where α is a complex parameter. Substituting (21) into Eqs. (18), (19) and (20) , the eigenvalue problem is formulated (22) where is a symmetric dynamic stiffness matrix. Its determinant is expanded into an eighth-order polynomial with even exponents (bi-
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As a result, each of the displacement functions is expressed by eight independent exponential functions with eight complex constants [39] .
The above analytical solution is rather involved since eight types of complex roots of Eq. (23) are possible depending on the shell particulars. Nevertheless, the analytical solutions according to [39] are used in this paper as a benchmark to cross-check the results obtained by the present numerical method, and thus to validate the newly formulated finite strip.
Simply supported cylindrical shell
As already mentioned in the introduction, in this special case harmonic functions can be assumed for the axial profiles of the displacement components , , and . Apart from satisfying the equations of motion, such axial profiles also satisfy the corresponding shear diaphragm boundary conditions [12, 24] (24)
The parameter m denotes the mode number which is the number of half-waves along the length of the shell. Substituting Eq. (24) into (14)- (16) results in the following eigenvalue problem (see also [24] ): (25) where (26) The determinant of the dynamic stiffness matrix in (25) is either a full sixth-order polynomial for rotating shells, or a bicubic polynomial for stationary shells.
The finite strip

Stiffness matrix
The cylindrical shell is modelled by a number of finite strips, as shown in Fig. 1.b) . Due to the harmonic variation of the displacement field in the circumferential direction, the dynamic behaviour of the finite strip becomes representative by its axial generatrix which behaves like a sophisticated beam.
In this section the properties of the finite strip of a rotating cylindrical shell are developed by employing the energy approach. The stiffness matrix is obtained using the strip strain energy (9) (27) where F s is specified by (10) , and l is the strip width. Substituting the assumed displacement functions (17) into (10) and integrating Eq. (27) over the circumference ?, the strain energy is obtained in the form where (29) and (30) The strain energy (28) is time invariant. This is due to the fact that the rotating modes are characterised by fixed profiles which only rotate along the circumference.
A relatively simple two nodal line finite strip is introduced next. Amplitudes of the displacement components, Eq. (17), are approximated by the following interpolation functions 
where ξ = x/l is the dimensionless axial coordinate. Substituting expressions (31) into (28) and differentiating the strain energy with respect to the nodal displacements, a system of eight algebraic equations is obtained: (34) Submatrices represent integrals of a different combination of the shape function products. They are calculated in the closed form and given in Appendix A with some comments on their physical meaning.
The system of algebraic Eq. (34) can be written in the matrix notation (35) where (36) is the vector of the nodal displacements, Fig. 2, and [K] is the strip stiffness matrix. The stiffness matrix consists of the eleven submatrices as follows:
The stiffness matrix is symmetric since the energy approach is used. It incorporates a geometric stiffness matrix, which is due to the initial tension forces, and which tend to increase the natural frequencies, as shown and discussed in Appendix B.
Mass matrices
Mass matrices are determined from the shell kinetic energy, Eq. (11) (38) Substituting (12) and (17) into (38) , one obtains after integration over the circumference ? (39) The kinetic energy (39) is also time invariant, as is the strain energy (28) for the same reason of rotating fixed mode profiles. Furthermore, substituting expressions (31) into (39) and differentiating the kinetic energy with respect to the nodal displacements yields 
Finite strip equation
It is well known that a stationary linear conservative dynamic system, vibrating freely without external excitation at its natural frequencies, interchanges its vibration energy from a purely potential state, with respect to the static equilibrium as the reference state at its maximum amplitude, E smax , to a purely kinetic state when all vibration amplitudes are zero, E kmax [12] . Hence, the maximum potential energy is equal to the maximum kinetic energy since there is no energy dissipation due to damping. This fact is used in the Rayleigh-Ritz method, assuming the displacement functions in the form of a series in which the coordinate functions individually satisfy the geometric boundary conditions. Since the displacements are approximated, the difference of maximum energies Π=E smax -E kmax is not equal to zero. The relative values of the unknown coefficients of the series, C i , as well as the natural frequencies, are determined from the principle of minimum total energy, ∂Π/∂C i = 0, [57] . If an arbitrary reference state is used for vibration analysis, Π is equal to a constant whose derivative vanishes.
The same energy approach is employed in the finite element method and finite strip method. Instead of coordinate functions over the whole structure, shape functions over the finite element and the finite strip are used.
Concerning a finite strip of rotating cylindrical shell strain energy and kinetic energy, Eqs. (28) and (38) , respectively, are time invariant and it is not necessary to search for their maximum values as in the case of a stationary shell. However, these energies are not balanced at the finite strip level. Their difference is compensated with the work of nodal forces, W F , as an external load. Hence the energy balance reads (46) where , is a vector of nodal displacements, Eq. (36), and (47) is a vector of the corresponding nodal forces, in which N i and S i , i = 1,2, are tension and in-plane shear forces, while Q i and M i , i = 1,2, are transverse shear forces and bending moments, respectively, Fig. 2 . In an exact solution, the value of Π, Eq. (46), has to be zero, if free vibrations are analysed with respect to a static reference state, while in an approximated solution it has to be minimum. This is achieved by setting ∂Π/∂{δ} ={0}, which leads to , reduces the element stiffness due to the rotating mass, whereas the geometric stiffness matrix contained in [K] has the opposite effect. However, the net effect of terms depending on Ω 2 is an increase of natural frequencies. Generally speaking, the accuracy of the FSM analysis is increased if the shell is modelled by a larger number of strips. This is particularly important to properly describe vibration modes with higher axial mode numbers. In order to facilitate a chain-like assembly of the strip equations, nodal displacements and forces in the corresponding vectors (36) and (47) have to be grouped first for the 1st node and then for the 2nd one (50) Consequently, the rows and columns of all matrices in Eq. (49) have to be rearranged accordingly. Hence, one may write (51) The coupling between the membrane and bending deformations is very strong and is realised by the stiffness matrix [K], Eq. (37). There is also some weak coupling due to the rotation which is realised through matrix [C], Eq. (44). 7 
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Numerical examples
Simply supported shell
In order to illustrate the application of the developed finite strip and to evaluate its accuracy, a number of numerical examples considering various boundary conditions are presented. First, a free vibration analysis of a simply supported cylindrical shell with the following geometric particulars and material properties of rubber is carried out using the example from [39] :
According to the assumed displacement functions (24) , the boundary conditions are:
, and . The shell geometry was modelled with 20 equal finite strips and the first m×n = 8×10 = 80 natural modes and the corresponding natural frequencies were determined. The natural frequencies are listed in Table 1 , where they are contrasted to the exact values determined according to the procedure described in Section 3.3 [24] . As can be seen in Table 1 , excellent agreement of the numerical and analytical results is achieved.
The convergence of the natural frequencies to the analytical values is analysed by increasing the number of finite strips, N e . The obtained results are shown in Tables 2-5 for a set of m×n = 8×4 modes. The convergence is from the above and is quite fast.
The bifurcation of natural frequencies due to the angular velocity, Ω, for a few characteristic m×n natural modes was calculated using 20 strip elements, and is shown in Fig. 3 . The same results were obtained analytically. In fact, the analytically obtained bifurcation curves perfectly overlap with the curves plotted using the present finite strip. The values of normalising natural frequency in Fig. 3 are those obtained in the case of Ω = 0, Table 1 . For the rotating cylindrical shell, each natural frequency is split into two values, i.e. a forward (lower) and backward (higher) value. In the case of m × n = 1 × 1, the negative value of forward frequency ω 11 is obtained for . This means that the rotation speed is higher than the speed of the travelling mode. Such a case can also be noticed for mode m × n = 3 × 1. The absolute values of negative natural frequencies are shown in Fig. 3 having in mind the above meaning .
In addition, a parametric analysis of the internal pressure, p 0 , was performed. Fig. 4 shows the increase of natural frequencies due to increased internal pressure. This is a result of an increase in general stiff ness with the increase in the geometric stiffness due to the tensioning effect caused by pressurisation.
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Free shell
Free vibration analysis of the cylindrical shell having the same geometric and material properties as in the previous example is performed for the case of free boundary conditions at the two ends of the shell. Natural frequencies calculated using 20 equal finite strips are listed in Table 6 . They are compared with the analytically determined values according to the procedure presented in [39] and summarised in Section 3.2. Small discrepancies can be noticed only for the higher axial mode profiles. Parameter m denotes the number of vibration nodes of the axial mode profile. Some of the natural modes corresponding to the first 3 × 3 m × n combinations are shown in Fig. 5 .
Some characteristic natural modes are shown in Fig. 6 . They are identical to the analytically determined modes [39] . Natural modes with m = 0 and m = 1 are known as the Rayleigh-type and Love-type mode, respectively, following the nomenclature suggested in [11] . It is interesting that both symmetric and antisymmetric axial mode profiles are curved at the ends. The curvature is increased by increasing the wave number n in a circumferential direction [39] . This phenomenon manifests the effect of the boundary conditions. A more detailed analysis of the mode shapes of free-free shells can be found in [35, [39] [40] [41] [42] .
Clamped shell
A clamped steel cylindrical shell with the following geometric particulars and physical properties is considered next:
The values of the first 9 natural frequencies are listed in Table 7 and are compared with those determined by FEM [58] . Discrepancies (52) show very good agreement of the natural frequencies determined two different ways. The corresponding natural modes are shown in Fig.  7 in an axonometric view.
Conclusion
Considering the vibration analysis of rotating cylindrical shells with arbitrary boundary conditions, there exist a number of analytical solutions in the relevant literature, but they are all rather complicated. The use of analytical procedures to model more complex shell structures would be rather involved. Therefore, special waveguide shell finite elements were developed in the past. However, none of the existing wave guide shell finite elements are able to take into account the rotation effects or the initial stress effects (i.e. pressurisation).
In this paper, a new two node finite strip with eight degrees of freedom for the free vibration analysis of rotating and pre-stressed cylindrical shells is formulated. In order to develop the stiffness and mass matrices of the finite strip, simple bar and beam shape functions are used. The element stiffness matrix is shown to be a sum of an ordinary stiffness matrix and a geometric stiffness matrix. The geometric stiffness matrix is due to the initial tension forces. On the other hand, the inertia matrix is composed of three mass matrices. The first one is the ordinary mass matrix related to squared natural frequencies (inertia load), the second one is related to the squared angular velocity ( load), and the third mass matrix is related to the multiple of a natural frequency and angular velocity (Coriolis load). The stiffness and mass matrices are composed of eleven submatrices which are effectively spatial integrals of products of different combinations of the shape functions and their derivatives. These integrals were calculated exactly and are given in Appendix A such that the proposed finite strip method can be used without further numerical burden.
The application of the developed finite strip is illustrated by numerical examples considering different boundary conditions at the two ends of the shell: simply supported, free, and clamped. The reliability of the finite strip was evaluated by an accuracy analysis and convergence analysis. A parametric analysis was also performed in order to appreciate the effects of the angular velocity and pre-stress on natural frequencies. It can be seen that the veering of the natural frequencies due to the Coriolis effect, as well as their upward shift due to pressurisation and the centrifugal effect, can be very accurately simulated.
Nowadays, the vibrations of rotating tyres are being extensively investigated primarily due to their importance in the Noise and Vibration Harshness (NVH) of a road vehicle. The cylindrical finite strip developed in this paper can be used to model the belt of a rotating tyre. In order to model a tyre sidewall, a conical of a toroidal finite strip would be necessary. In order to reduce the number of finite strips necessary to accurately model a shell structure, a sophisticated finite strip with an increased number of nodes and possibly faster convergence may also be considered.
Another problem related to the designing of shells of revolution is the forced vibrations and resonance phenomenon. Forced vibrations are widely analysed by the mode superposition method. Concerning cylindrical shells, they can be stationary with load travel in a circumferential direction [12] . Another interesting problem is the rotating cylindrical shell with a stationary dynamic load. Such an effect exists for an automobile tyre rolling on a smooth surface, [12] . In both cases, it is interesting to determine the critical load angular speed and the shell rolling speed, respectively, which equal the natural frequency of the structure. This challenging problem, in which the structure dynamic response is significantly increased, is a subject for further investigation. Uncited reference [32] . 
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It is worth mentioning that some of the above submatrices have the following physical meanings:
EA[K] 1 -bar stiffness matrix, Symbols A and I denote a cross-sectional area and its moment of inertia, respectively, N is an axial force and k is the stiffness of an elastic foundation. Submatrix [K] 6 appears in both the stiffness and the mass matrix Eqs. (37) and (45) .
Appendix B. Geometric stiffness matrix
The general stiffness matrix [K], Eq. (37), consists of: a) ordinary stiffness matrix without the initial tension forces, N x = N ? = 0, Eq. (4); b) ordinary geometric stiffness matrix with tension forces due to the internal pressure N x = ap 0 /2 and N ? = ap 0 , Eq. (4); and c) the specific geometric stiffness matrix due to the centrifugal force induced by the angular velocity. The general stiffness matrix is . Both geometric stiffness matrices increase natural frequencies.
The matrix is interesting for buckling the stability analysis. It can be expressed in the form: where p cr is the critical external pressure which causes buckling. The linear stability analysis can be performed in an ordinary way through the finite element method, leading to an eigenvalue formulation for the determination of the critical pressure.
